Pascal Should've Waited Until Closer To The Fight To Raise Hopkins' Ire...LOTIERZO
Written by Frank Lotierzo
Friday, 01 April 2011 15:59

Pascal and Hopkins gave a preview of their May rematch Monday in Montreal. TSS Universe,
do you think Pascal made a mistake getting Hopkins too fired up? Or is it a plus that he made
the consummate mind-messer lose his cool? Please say your peace in our Forum. (Hogan)

When WBC light heavyweight title holder Jean Pascal 26-1 (16) and former middleweight/light
heavyweight champ Bernard Hopkins 51-2-2 (32) met last December, two things happened
during the bout that no one foresaw. One - Hopkins took the powerful and rough Pascal to
boxing school 101. Sure, some of us expected Hopkins to win the fight, but none of us expected
Bernard to take Pascal apart like he did over the last two thirds of the fight the way he did. The
other unforeseen occurrence was Pascal managed to drop Hopkins twice during the first third of
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the bout. That alone instantly made the bout must-see.

Prior to their first meeting, there wasn't much anticipation of the fireworks that took place over
the 12-rounds Pascal and Hopkins exchanged blows. And after 12-rounds of boxing, Pascal
was lucky to retain his title when the bout was declared a draw. Pascal should count his
blessings that as of this writing he can still refer to himself as the WBC light heavyweight
champ. Because I've yet to hear anyone who saw the fight say they thought Pascal won it, and
at the end of the day was jobbed out of the decision. No, it's the complete opposite, everyone
who saw the fight thinks Hopkins should be celebrating his second reign as the top light
heavyweight in the world.
Earlier this week Pascal and Hopkins met at Planet Hollywood at Times Square in NY as part of
the promotional tour for their rematch in Quebec Montreal which will air on HBO this coming
May 21st. And for the better part of an hour the two fighters tossed insults at each other. In fact
they almost came to blows after Pascal said Hopkins must've been on something illegal during
their first bout. Pascal even suggested that Hopkins subject himself to a drug test before their
rematch. And if you don't know the long history of Bernard Hopkins' career, there isn't much
worse that Pascal could've accused Hopkins of. Simply because Hopkins is known to be one of
the best conditioned and disciplined athletes, not just fighters, in the world. Hopkins never lets
himself get out of shape and the fact that he can still fight at the championship level at age 46 is
a testament to how well he takes care of himself both mentally and physically. In reality,
Bernard Hopkins is probably the last fighter in the world who would subject his body to any type
of steroids or HGH.
The fact that Hopkins and Pascal had to be physically separated is conformation that Pascal is
one of the few fighters who've found Bernard's hot button. And from this vantage point it
appears that Pascal has made two mistakes regarding Hopkins. One - he should've never
agreed to fighting him again. From a style vantage point, he's made for Bernard and he's not the
type of fighter who can change up and show Hopkins something different this time. Pascal, as it
was the case last time, is totally dependent upon his strength and power in order to have a shot
at getting Hopkins outta there. And at this stage of his career, those are the type of fighters that
Bernard can eat up, as we saw the last time they fought. If Pascal couldn't get the stoppage win
the last time, how's he gonna do it this time?
The other mistake Pascal made is he's made it more personal between them this time than it
was the last time. As we know, Hopkins always makes it personal. But with Pascal accusing him
of being a cheater - that's something Bernard will feed off of for sure. Pascal was fortunate to
get the rise out of Mr. Cool the way he did at Planet Hollywood. It's usually Hopkins who
manages to shake his opponent up before they get into the ring. Only this time, he was the one
caught off guard and who lost his cool. The problem is Pascal should've waited until the weigh
in or closer to the fight to get under Bernard's skin and catch him off guard. Now Hopkins knows
what Pascal is going to attempt to do, only now it won't work.
I doubt that after this week we'll see Hopkins come undone again. Actually, I'd be shocked to
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see him twisted like that again. From now until the night of the fight Hopkins will mentally and
physically prepare himself to get back the title he feels he was cheated out of the last time in
Pascal's hometown. Bernard is too shrewd and cool for Pascal to beat him before the bell for
the first round when they meet on May 21st.
Having said that, if I were Pascal I'd keep pouring on the insults and accusing Hopkins of every
dirty trick under the sun. He might as well say Bernard's been cheating and on something since
he won the middleweight title back in 1995. I mean he already got his ire up and has his
attention. Why worry now? It's not like Hopkins is gonna show him any mercy if suddenly he
becomes nice and apologizes for what he said this week. Maybe Pascal can get lucky and
possibly be the beneficiary and hope Bernard has stayed around one fight too long and is there
to beat him on that night. Because we all know that Bernard's not leaving boxing having won his
last fight.
Frank Lotierzo can be contacted at GlovedFist@Gmail.com

Comment on this article
FighterforJC says:
Love the double standard. Why doesn't the media jump on Hopkins and demand that he take
the test? I think Hopkins' graceful aging process, if you even call it that, is far more unnatural
and freakier than anything Pacquiao's ever accomplished.
With that said, it doesn't matter how "fired up" Hopkins gets, it's still going to be a borefest.
He'll be clinical, play head games and do more than his opponent to win the rounds.
Radam G says:
There is always an exception to every rule. It is a nutty stereotype and unhealthiness norm of
Yankee Land to believe that B-Hop is maintaining that fit and chic body by using steroids. A
member of my extended family is 108-year old and has a 12 pack and the smooth, silky skin of
a baby's bottom. The diet in America is terrible. Island and mountain people -- B-Hop eats like
we healthy, healthy ones -- don't wrinkle and/or sag. That is the ones who don't smoke and eat
unnatural Western fast foods.
And guess what? Coconut, eggs -- especially balut -- and fish [the juice and blood too] are
keep-your-arse-young foods, drinks, medicines and lotions. Pascal is acting straight nutty. And
in America, maybe B-Hop is a freak of nature, but in the Pacific Rim, he would simply be the
norm, especially at 40 something. [Forty something is young as heck for an Island/Asian
person. I know B-Hop is not that, but check out his diet.] Many Asian women in their 40s and
50s have put their ages back into their 20s and married American GIs. The GIs and U.S. ICE
have absolutely no clue. A lot of these World War II and Korea War brides are into their 100s
with don't-know-dat-jive former GIs of 80 something or taking a dirt nap. Asians know what time
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it is not to age like jerky or an orange peel, but the heck with everybody else. They don't know
syet anyway. Holla!
Big Daddy says:
Its too bad that any athlete that does something physically out of the norm by default gets
tainted alil by steroid talk.. true or not. I'd be saddened, but not shocked if the allegations
against Manny or Nard were ever proven true. In this case I think Pascal is just trying to mess
with Hopkins and doesn't really believe it.
amayseng says:
uuuuuuuuuuuuuh....ummmmmmmmmmmm. bhop didnt get physical because pascal got under
his skin, he got physical because pascal put his hands on his shoulders and tried to physically
get control him....bhop is old school, he told pascal get your hands off me, pascal tried again.
so bhop got up and shoved him..
watch the tape
the Roast says:
What up Big Daddy? You non posting mother... Stick around. We need guys like you up in here.
Pascal is grasping at straws IMO. He doesnt understand how an older guy like B-Hop beat his
ass after rising from two knockdowns. It's like the cavemen tring to explain thunder. Must be a
god or something. People always struggle to explain things they cant understand. This is how
religion got started. Hopkins by UD.
MisterLee says:
Bhop boma ye! it's actually a compliment. it's saying these guys are SO good they must be on
something. Without any proof or previous history pple just feed off of conjectures and videos of
fights. Stupid ya know. Show me proof, and I show you a reaction, but until then, bhop and
pacquiao boma ye!
jet says:
Pascal's hometown is Laval Quebec, not Montreal; and the fight is taking place in Montreal
Quebec, not Quebec Montreal. Montreal is the city, Quebec the province. French Canadians
are a rabid and rowdy bunch - they take all elements of their identity seriously because they feel
marginalized in Canada. Could you imagine the reaction to saying Manny Pacquiao was from
Philippines General Santos City? Message board Armageddon. You'd need to be a 46 year old
fighter on PEDs to finger fight that onslaught.
Geography issues aside, I don't think drumming up absurd allegations prompted Hopkins
actions. Pascal put his hands on him, and he wasn't okay with it. The notion that his opponent
could influence his conduct in any way is unacceptable to the fighter and street corner
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psychologist. The best line of the presser was when Hopkins addressed one of Pascal's
entourage thus: "One phone call is all I need. I lived the life you talk about." A line straight out of
The Wire.
UnerporkIntep says:
ok, here is some tinhat for you....
the thought is that the pyramids have something to do with power/electricity. Indeed, there are
some strange attributes to the monuments.
Giant air ionizers over the exit of the Nile river?
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